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The information that we have gleaned from the silos of events that happened in the past during the
evolution of human society as well as the current events occurring in front of our eyes, there is a clear
indication that human brain is in the process of evolution. Still, there is a long way to go to develop
conscience to value and respect the existence of other human beings. We have come a long way
from our animalistic model, but have not yet evolved into a real “human”. We are, however, fortunate
that time and again we have been gifted with eminent figures like Einstein, Marx, and others who
were well ahead of time and became the North Star to guide us towards the final destination of
enlightened humanly state. Marx envisioned the socialist state as an inevitable state. However,
majority of us are handicapped by the slow evolution of our conscience to realize that state in the
present context. If coerced to achieve that state, there will be consequences that may hinder its
progress rather than expediting it.

If the core values of socialism are imposed as a cookie cutter of Leninism and Maoism without considering the existing socio-
economic characteristics of the society, it is going to do more harm than good with huge loss of lives and infrastructures as
proven from the collapse of radical revolutionary parties like Shining Path of Peru and communist parties of Malaysia, Indonesia,
Burma, Thailand, India, and so on. Though the communist party of Nepal (Maoist) was pursuing the similar path led by the
Shining Path of Peru, after waging more than ten years of peoples war, it is now resolute in its transition from radicalism to
tactical form of government encompassing Nepalis perspectives and characteristics.The party had a great realization from the
neighboring Communist Party of China (CPC) that the Communist leaders must act as facilitators to make the system
comprehensible to people. The developing country, China, is shaking the whole world through its exemplary work establishing
itself as the country of second strongest economy through socialist market economy.

China has still been implicated in human right issues such as “One Child policy”. which it is defending as a measure to reduce
the severity of problems due to overpopulation. The majority of Chinese people also seem to support it. Regarding Tibet, China
is claiming its sovereignty for more than 700 years and wants other countries to support it. It is to be noted that while the
westerners did not raise any question about the annexation of Sikkim to India in 1975 (only three decades back), they are the
front-runners in raising Tibet issue. Sikkim was an independent monarchy which later became one of the states of India through
plebiscite votes. It is evidently a sinister plan of westerners to destabilize China, which is now recognized as the biggest social
welfare state in the world and is looked upon as a great threat to their monopoly. Still, the human right violations in Tibet should
be properly re-assessed to bring the perpetrators into justice.

This is the high time for Maoists of Nepal to follow the well tested path of socialism that the Communist Party of China (CPC)
has treaded but with the Nepali characteristics. The UCPN (Maoist) of Nepal has recently exhibited some cues in its 7th
National convention held on February 2-7, 2013 in Hetauda putting forward theories of Marxism in accordance with Nepalis
characteristics.

It is an irrefutable fact that India will work against Nepal’s interest for long because they themselves are going through “inferiority
complex” phase, being slave driven and trampled by British under their colonial rule. The wound is still fresh as they have still
been clearing piles of mesh since 1947. Instead of blaming India for all those unfair treaties, encroachments, and hegemonic
interference in Nepal’s internal affairs, Nepalis themselves should have guts to take the blame. Nepali rulers and leaders were
incompetent, always embroiled in power wars and personal interests which gave opportunity to India, before finally being
rendered impotent. Unfortunately, though Nepalese are proud to have never been ruled by other countries, they have not yet
been able to relish their independence. The rulers and politicians could never realize this strong optimistic “Independence” vibes
in Nepalis. It could have been easily harnessed for resource independence instead of extending hands for alms from India and
other foreign countries. Among the floundering rulers and leaders in our history, Nepal happened to have fairly better king,
Mahendra, who challenged India for Nepal’s rights.

Realizing the topography of Nepal as a landlocked country sandwiched between two giant Asian countries, China and India,
Mahendra led the delegation to participate in the first Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) held in Belgrade in 1961. His
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representation as a co-chairperson to protect Nepal's integrity and national sovereignty not only infuriated India but it served as
a brunt in their pride. When he signed the series of deals including opening the link between China and Kathmandu via Araniko
Highway, it not only created military threats to India but the Indian government was uneasy about the possible demolishment of
its monopoly in Nepal. Mahendra once silenced the Indian critics by saying “Communism does not come by a taxi cab”. It is
evident that, whereas all pretentious democratic and revolutionary leaders of Federal Republic of Nepal were lackadaisical in
protecting national independence of their motherland, the feudal king Mahendra was on top of it.

Tracking back to the relationship between China and Nepal, China has always respected Nepal’s sovereignty, independence,
and territorial integrity. China, who is strictly adhering to the principle of non-interference, has never meddled with the internal
affairs of Nepal. The relationship between China and Nepal dates back as early as the mid-7th century with the exchange of
emissaries. In the 13th century, when Nepal had skilled manpower and a highly developed society, Arniko, the greatest
architect of Nepalis history, along with other architects were sent to Tibet and China for building temples, stupas, and many
more structures. Araniko became famous not only in Nepal but also in Tibet, China, Mongolia, and as far as Indonesia. The
princess Bhrikuti, the daughter of licchavi king of Nepal, Anshuvarma, who was married to Shranchangampo, the king of Tibet,
was instrumental in introducing Buddhism in Tibet. Later, when Mahendra visited China during Mao Tse Tung’s time, he was
assured of absolute support from China with the expression “China feels any attack to Nepal as an attack to China".

Since the establishment of diplomatic ties between Nepal and China in 1955, China has provided financial and technical
assistance in many projects which were especially of self-sustaining types. For an example, Hetauda Textile Factory used to
consume tons of cotton from Nepali farms and was providing employment to locals. The inept leaders decided to close it down
even when it was operating full-fledgedly. The guileful Indian industrialists who wanted to maintain their monopoly in Nepali
market were implicated in this effort. The former prime minister, Baburam Bhattarai, who was a finance minister then, made
news with his attempt to resuscitate it. However, it appeared as a propaganda of opportunistic Baburam Bhattarai to create a
conducive environment to become a prime minister. If the most intelligent person among Nepalis is so vulnerable, you can’t be
taken by surprise by venal governments that disgracefully sold many government owned foreign assisted factories to Indians
allured by personal enticements. On the other hand, Nepalis who have pride in their independence, have always showed
patriotism by consuming products from their own factories to keep them running. The leaders were so depraved that they would
not leave any stones that smell commissions unturned. In December 3, 2008, Chinese dignitary repeated the political tone of
Marshal Chen Yi saying that “China is right in the back of Nepal in safeguarding its sovereignty, independence, and territorial
integrity”. At the same time, Chinese former foreign minister Yang Jiechi also showed concerns about Nepali leaders saying
that “the Government’s duty should be to listen to people’s voice and concerns”. He also cautioned Nepali government and its
officials to “utilize” the Chinese grant assistance for the “welfare”of the Nepali people. China also wants to see political stability
in Nepal before Chinese companies start investing on more infrastructures and hydro-power in Nepal. What a shame!

In contrast to China, who has always played a defensive role in Nepali economy and politics, India has flagrantly and
aggressively stuck their noses in almost all socio-political matters of Nepal by flaunting their power. Indian government had
played its trump cards to get whatever they wanted from Nepal. The unfair treaties such as the 1950 Indo-Nepal Treaty of Peace
and Friendship and the water treaties - Mahakali treaty, agreement on Kosi project, agreement on Gandak Irrigation and power
project, and Tanakpur agreement, to name a few, and encroachment on Nepali lands are the vivid examples. As an independent
body, Supreme Court has repeatedly showed some resistance towards India’s ulterior motives over several non-transparent
agreements, most of them signed under the coercion of India or through incentives as baits to gullible politicians.

The latest obtrusive example that confirms India’s opportunistic nature is the Indian government’s direct guidance to four
political parties of Nepal — UCPN (Maoist), Nepali Congress (NC), CPN (UML), and United Democratic Madhesi Front (UDMF),
to appoint Chief Justice, Khil Raj Regmi as an interim prime minister during the current year-long political impasse. The Indian
ambassador had been frequently seen visiting Nepal’s president without taking permission from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Nepali people had nominated the most savant and intelligent personage among them, Dr. Baburam Bhattarai, as the head of
government, prime minister, with great expectation that he would rise above his personal greed and break the trend of political
vagaries standing tall. Hats off to Nepalis for this laudable act of determining their accomplished leader. Disastrously, he
showed his true colour after he was implicated in such heinous acts under his premiership. The Bar association of Nepal, on
the other hand, had warned the four parties that appointing the Chief Justice as the Prime Minister goes against
constitutionalism, the Interim Constitution, and the principle of separations of power. Even a general public can understand this
grand scheme of Indian government to clear the obstacle in their path so that enough Indians can get Nepali citizenship to
represent Nepali parliament in the grand scheme of things to eventually turn Nepal into Fiji and Sikkim.

In the report to the 18th National Congress of China, it has been clearly stated that China, as the largest developing country in
the world, will work to build a harmonious world of peace and prosperity. It will not only utilize foreign capitals and attract foreign
investments but also expand Chinese companies overseas to enhance their operation in an international environment, and
develop number of word-class multinational corporations. It has recently addressed the concerns among African leaders about
unequal trade relations with the continent. It will also build free trade areas and promote infrastructure connectivity with its
neighboring countries. China exhibits its commitment to peaceful settlement of international disputes and issues. It also
opposes any foreign attempt to subvert the legitimate government of any other countries or hegemony and power politics in all
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forms. China’s determination to increase unity and cooperation with other developing countries, working with them to support
their legitimate rights and interests, and supporting efforts to increase their representation and voice in international affairs. In
that regard, it is time for Nepali leaders to rework on all unfair treaties with India under China’s mediation. Also, China should be
made aware of the right of landlocked country to get access to all possible alternate routes of sea other than the monopolized
Calcutta Port of Authority in India. Nepali government has been clamoring for the access to Bangladesh through the northeast
chicken neck also known as Phulbari Corridor but Indian government has remained adamant about it. In contrast, China has
already agreed to expand the existing Araniko Highway and opening up more alternatives routes including railway line to
Kathmandu. China, however, should also be made aware of the blatant interference of India in Nepal’s internal affairs. If China
remains in a dormant defensive mode and turns a blind eye to foreign invaders interfering with Nepali internal affairs, it itself will
invite a great threat as Tibet has always been an Achilles heel to destabilize China.

(Gajurel, a Ph.D. in computer engineering from Case Western Reserve University, USA, works as Computational
Scientist at the same university. Email: sanjaya.gajurel@gmail.comThis email address is being protected from
spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it. )
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How about we stop eating spices from India, wear sari/kurta suruwal, and watch their Ballywood

movies?
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Gorkhali  •  6 days ago

Foolish says in his heart that there is no God. Your worldly education has made you blind.

Let me help you go back to basic. We are not evolved but we are created. Don't you see around you

and confirm yourself that we are a creation and not evolved from anything? For you to say that we are

evolved from animal (it is ok for me if you think your forefather was a monkey but definitely I do not

belong to monkey) is purely waste of your education. Where did your forefather monkey come from?

You can keep on going back relating to something and you will find that there was a beginning. Where

did that beginning come from? God created us.
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Chinese are starting to show their true colors, you should check in Rasuwa. check out the video

http://www.canadanepalshow.com...
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Sir both of these big neighbors have finally their own interest, no matter whatever they show

us but at first we must be strong in our stand points and must have guts to clarify them our

present issues one after another being diplomatically and amicably. But unless we show/open

dialogue with them(these both neighbors) regarding this present genuine issues of ours then

there won't be going to happen any miracle on the positive progress of this issue. So most
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there won't be going to happen any miracle on the positive progress of this issue. So most

importantly at first our parties leaders, government they must be mentally ready to open the

dialogue among these neighbors and must come on round table talks then this burgeoning

issue of today will get the right direction. Otherwise these neighboring giants will never

voluntarily take out their greedy hands off from our borders. Also we don't have a magic wand

to solve this so easily that's it.
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saman •  11 days ago

It is easy to blame others. Blaming politician is no different than blaming India. No one is stopping us

from taking a lead and lead the country towards a better future.

Until you and me have guts to overthrown these politicians and lead the country our way, we do not

have a choice or a better future. We are no different than the corrupt politicians. Criticizing politician is

not going to help and again it is no different than criticizing India (who don't even know that we often

don't like their interference in our internal matters).
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Sir, I think you need to learn basic information regarding Human beings. Without these you'll not

understand the formation of Society, Country etc. Still there no definition of Human Mind, time &

space. There is a limitation of material things & modern scientists want to solve the everything

through this route. That is not possible? Otherwise Mighty Country like America would have not faced

economical problems. You'll be surprised to know that in small city Tokyo, there are more than 300

mental hospitals and Japan is unable to understand this basic problems? Technically they are very

advance but they can not solve this mental problem? Do you know why ?.....Worldwide, whatever

Modern scientists are achieving its related to physical aspects only and we are missing one important

aspect that is inner aspects. You'll find a few real spiritual master in the world to explore that aspects.

I know one of them he belongs to this beautiful country Nepal (Chitwan). Who has the complete plan

how to develop the constitution of this beautiful country as per the cosmic constitution( Not as per

Indian or China). If we develop the constitution under his guidance, I'm sure Nepal will be better than

Switzerland withing 12 years.
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Gentlemen, it's a well known fact that geographically Nepal is a buffer state like being sandwich

between these two giants countries like China and India respectively being in her Northern and

Southern borders from this country’s history of origin there’s no doubt on it. So technically it’s not easy

to survive and thrive being between them. Hence, we need a balanced diplomacy to play between

these two giants neighbors that's the best alternate, obviously to restrain the influx of these two

countries' hegemonic interference upon us besides this we don't have another choice especially to

defend our independence and national integrity. But it’s really pathetic to express over here it’s been

for so long in our political arena that our country never ever got a right person or right leadership who

could have a real guts to do, who has learnt the essence of true patriotism in his/her life and a great

love towards his/her nation and self identity wants to survive being as a true Nepali in this universe.

On the other hand with an administrative stand point also, up to now country couldn’t get a shrewd

persona who is potentially very sharp and can play strong diplomatic roles and could carry on his/her

assigned duties being as a head in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs especially to keep these big
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neighbors satisfactorily in equidistance in order to save our national interests as well as in the same

time to maximize their economic favor and technical supports in our all round economic development.

Hence, this is very on going bitter experiences that we are having being as an ordinary citizen of this

great nation what to say?
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